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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance of Study
The immediate and primary concerns of the veteran of World
War II were security for himself and his family and the pursuit
of a chosen civilian career. For some, the course ahead was
relatively simple. They had jobs to which they could return,
they were prepared to fit into new jobs that might be open, or
they had already completed plans to further their educational
or vocational studies in their respective fields. But there
were others whose vocational futures were not so well planned.
These individuals had yet to find a vocation into which
their abilities would allow them to fit. Indeed, many of them
did not even know what abilities and aptitudes they possessed.
This group had a great need for direction and guidance to make
them aware of the potentialities and resources they possessed
that would help them gain a satisfactory level of economic
security in a peacetime world.
The national government recognized its responsibilities to
this group of veterans and in order to supply the necessary
services. Guidance Centers were established in strategic lo¬
cations.^ The Centers were usually on a college or university
^Scott, Ira David, & Bindley, Clyde J., "The Advisement and
Guidance Program of the Veterans Administration.” Vol. 1, The
American Psychologist. June 19^, p. 191-193.
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campus so thaTi "the professional services of the institutional
personnel could he used. Careful regard as to the occupational
and educational adjustment and to the social and emotional
problems of the veteran was given and all avenues were explored
in an attempt to solve his problems and suggest positive steps
that might help the veteran in his adjustments.
Because it was felt that certain types of cases presented
problems that would require services which the vocational
staff had not been trained to perform, the Veterans Administra¬
tion Guidance Center at Atlanta University employed a trained
Social Worker, the only full time Social Worker so employed by
guidance centers at that time. Such di^fficulties as personal
family relationships, worry over adjustment, concern for de¬
pendent parents, anxiety over financial and legal matters, and
a variety of other situations involving human relationships that
arose at any stage during the counselling process were the
specific area of the Social Worker.
It is believed that the future possibilities of a person
with a physical handicap are dependent upon a delicate balance
between what he is, what he wants and what is possible for him
to be. Opportunities for the future, as they are apparent in
the present, are influenced by factors other than an individual's
desire to work and assume responsibilities befitting a mature
adult. Among those which are outside his present control, but
which may affect employability are the extent and the kind of
his physical impairment, his previous education, his abilities
and special aptitudes, his family responsibilities, his age, and
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where he lives. All these are related both to training facili¬
ties and an employment market which will use his skills.^
In the past few years a great deal of money has been spent
in establishing agencies, both public and private, whose
function it is to help servicemen make adjustments to community
living. It seems significant, in view of our present world
situation, that we become interested in appraising the process
of rehabilitation of former service men into our communities.
Moreover, it also seems significant for the field of social
work to know the contribution which a social worker can make to
a program of vocational advisement and guidance.
Purpose of Study
In making this study the writer purported to show the role
of the social worker in working with veterans referred for
social service help. In order to do this it was necessary to
point out types of problems the veteran was faced with as he
sought to become rehabilitated, and to show the kinds of ser¬
vices given by the social worker in carrying out his assignment
as it related to the causes of referral.
Scope and Limitation
This study is limited to one hundred cases of Negro
veterans using the services of the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center, Atlanta University. These cases were selected
at random from a total of six hundred disabled veterans of
^Caroline H. Elledge, The Rehabilitation of the Patient
(Philadelphia, 1948), p. 40.
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World War II. The referrals were dated from October 19^ to
October 19^9. All of the veterans had applied for vocational
rehabilitation and desired training.
Method and Procedure
Permission to make the study was obtained from the Chief
Medical Officer, Chief Social Worker, Veterans Administration
Regional Office, and the Chief of Advisement and Guidance,
Atlanta University.
The records used were the veterans claim file, vocational
training folder, medical information rating sheet, and the
social service records. These records had been compiled from
contacts with the client.
The writer was acquainted with all the cases selected.
Data from the files were tabulated according to a tabulation
sheet and from this information a statistical analysis was made
of the problems involved. Selected cases also were used to
illustrate the services rendered in cases with respect to the
basic reasons for referral to the social worker.
CHAPTER II
THE ROLE OF THE SOCIAI. WORKER IN
THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION GUIDANCE CENTER
What Is Vocational Rehabilitation?
Vocational rehabilitation is a service to preserve, re¬
store or develop the abilities of disabled persons to engage in
gainful employment. The program is complex and fulfills many
purposes. After World War II, there was a change in philosophy
as regards veterans' benefits. A great deal of emphasis has
been placed upon rehabilitation, medical, vocational and social.
This emphasis is aimed at helping the veteran gain a position
with reference to community living.^
The Vocational Rehabilitation program is under the guidance
of the Administrator of Veteran's Affairs, and was authorized by
the Act of March 24, 1943, Public Law 16, as amended. This law
makes exclusive provisions for disabled veterans applying for
p
vocational rehabilitation.
By methods of counselling, testing and appraising, de¬
termination is made in the case of each veteran relative to his
need for rehabilitation.
In many instances the veteran lived in a locality not
^Salvatore G. DiMichael, "Vocational Rehabilitation,"
Social Work Yearbook. 1951» p. 529.
^Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and the Act Provldlr
for Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Veterans (August 25,
1948), p. 35.
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easily accessible "to guidance centers. In cases of that kindj
transportation was made available.
After a veteran completed advisement and guidance, he was
further aided in finding a place to train. After training was
completed, employment was secured if it was available in the
veteran's home and community.
Procedure for Initiating Advisement
When a veteran desires vocational training he applies to
the Veterans Administration Regional Office on forms specified
for that purpose. The application is transmitted to the Vo¬
cational Rehabilitation and Education Division. A status card
is then prepared and the case is routed to the Chief, Advisement
and Guidance Division, Regional Office. At this point, de¬
termination is made as to which office will offer advisement.
All necessary information pertinent to the case is included in
the file and then sent to a Veterans Administration Guidance
Center. When the file is received the veteran is scheduled for
advisement and notified of the date for reporting.
Any person who served in the active military or naval
service at any time on or after September 16, 19^» and
prior to the termination of the present war, who is
honorably discharged therefrom, and who has a disability
incurred in or aggravated by such service for which pension
is payable under laws administered by the Veterans Ad¬
ministration or would be but for receipt of retirement pay,
and is in need of vocational rehabilitation to overcome
the handicap of such disability, shall be entitled to such
vocational rehabilitation as may be prescribed by the
AdmlnistraLor of Veteran's Affairs to fit him for employ¬
ment consistent with degree of disablement; Provided, that
no course of training in excess of a period of four years
shall be approved except with the approval of the Ad-
mlnistra-cor, nor shall any training 'under this part be
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afforded beyond nine years of Lhe termination of World War
II.1
Social Service Fiinctions
The Veterans Administration has established social service
functions in the recognition that effective medical care in¬
cludes the treatment of social factors Involved in illness and
disability. As a part of the Medical division, social service
has the responsibility of working with other divisions in order
2
to give the veteran the benefit of all services available.
Role of Social Worker
In assigning a social worker to the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center, Atlanta University, it was felt that the
veterans using the services of the Center had need of case work
services.
The veteran was referred to the Social Worker by the Vo¬
cational Appraiser or the Vocational Advisor, who recognized
the presence of problems which might negate the effectiveness
of rehabilitation.
The worker was to provide social case work services to these
disabled veterans in relation to social and environmental
^Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and the Act Pro¬
viding for Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Veterans
(August 25, 1948), p. 33.
2
TB IOA-284, Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin,
Social Service Functions, 1949, p. 1
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complications. Social Case Work Service was given to them as
one aspect of comprehensive advisement. Factors involved may
have been unfavorable home and community relationships, pre¬
occupation with personal circumstances, responsibilities, or
uncertainties, discouraging pressures, and attitudes on the
part of the family and others. All such factors may increase
the veteran's vocational handicap. The main purpose in this
contact was assisting the veteran in coping with the personal
burdens, tangible and intangible, that were increasing his
disablement or retarding his best use of the services available
to him from the various persons who assist in the program of
rehabilitation
^United States Technical Bulletin, Social Service Functions
in Veterans Administration Regional Offices and Centers with
Regional Office Activities. 19^9. P. 3.
CHAPTER III
PROBLEMS CONSTITUTING BASIS FOR REFERRAL TO THE SOCIAL WORKER
The disabled veterans in this study were referred to the
social worker after it had been determined by the vocational ad¬
visor that additional services were needed by the applicant as
related to his program of advisement and guidance. These men
and women needed help because of difficulties arising from
marital relationships, financial needs, medical complaints and
adjustment problems.
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Age
The average age of the men and women in this study was
thirty years. Table 1 shows that the largest concentration to be
found was between the ages of twenty-five and twenty-nine. Forty'
seven of the one hundred were over thirty. Most of these veteran;
had reached the age where they had taken on responsibilities.
They were not willing in most instances to start a training pro¬
gram which would take several years to complete. The younger
veteran was better suited for a long term training program.
Eight of the seventeen veterans having marital difficulties
were between the ages of twenty and twenty-four. This indicated
that members of this group married early and in many cases were
unable to assume the responsibilities which they had accepted.^
^Herbert I. Kupper, Back to Life; The Emotional Adjustment
of Our Veteran (New York, 19^+5) y p. 6.
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TABLE 1
AGE LEVEL AND BASIS OF REFERRAL
Aee
Basis of R jferral
lotal
Marital
Difficultv
Financial
Difficulty
Medical
Difficultv
Adjustment
Difficultv
Total 100 17 17 30 36
20-24 21 8 1 6 6
25-29 32 2 9 10 11
30-34 28 4 6 8 10
35-39 15 3 - 6 6
UO and Ove; ’ 4 - 1 - 2
The age of the veterans having financial problems were con¬
centrated on the age level between twenty-five and thirty-four.
It is noted that the economic responsibilities are increased at
this level. In all probability that was the age at which most
men married, thereby assuming not only the care of a wife, but
often children and dependent parents. Too frequently the income
of the veteran was not sufficient to assume a large financial
burden such as this.
The age level of the veterans having the largest number of
medical complaints was between twenty-five and thirty-four years.
This constituted eighteen of the total group which numbered
thirty altogether. It would seem that age does effect a person's
ability to combat either a physical or emotional handicap. This
handicap along with family responsibilities added to the problems
of these persons desiring to enter Tiraining or for the ones
already in training.
Veterans having difficulty in adjusting were concentrated
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between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-four. Of the thirty-
six referred, twenty-one were concentrated at the level mentioned.
These veterans needed a training placement which would qualify
them for employment at an early date. The best type placement
for these applicants was on-the-job training, thereby enabling
them to train and earn wages at the same time,
TABLE 2
MARITAL STATUS AND BASIS OF REFERRAL
Marital
Status
Basis of Referral
Total
marital
Difficultv
Financial
Difficultv
Medical
Difficultv
Adjustment
Difficultv
Total 100 17 17 30 36
Married 58 16 10 14 18
Single 37 - 7 16 14
Divorced 1 - - - 1
Senarated 4 1 - 3
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Marital Status
Of the one hundred cases, fifty-eight were married, thirty-
seven single, one divorced and four separated, (see Table 2),
The majority of veterans contacted in working with the advise¬
ment and guidance program were married.
In regard to those referred because of marital difficulties,
all were living with their families. Only one couple had legally
separated. Some of the others v/ere living in different locali¬
ties but were not separated in the legal sense of the word. This
separation resulted from leaving the immediate community for
purposes of training.
Married veterans usually had difficulty in maintaining
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themselves and their families along with taking a training pro¬
gram. Of the seventeen referred because of financial diffi¬
culty, ten were married. The remaining seven, who were single,
had left their home town in order to train. This constituted a
problem, for the veteran coming into a new community found in¬
creased living cost and little about the resources available in
the way of employment or obtaining financial assistance.
With regard to medical complaints there seems to be very
little correlation with marital status. Of the thirty veterans
studied, fourteen were married and six were single.
In looking at the thirty-six veterans having adjustment
difficulties it was noted that eighteen were married. It was
discovered that added responsibilities did not enhance the ap¬
plicants chances of successfully completing a program of ad¬
visement and guidance. Worry over family responsibilities in
most cases gave the veteran a great deal of concern. This would
affect his efficiency in on-the-job or institutional training.
When he was able to get relief from some of these problems, his
work improved.
The single veterans in this group failed to adjust for
several reasons. They complained of medical conditions, finan¬
cial inability to stay in training, or worry over home conditions.
They did not seem to fit into any situation and seldom knew why
their adjustment was unsatisfactory.
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Educational Attainment
The veterans who reported to the Veterans Administration
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TABLE 3
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Basis of Referral
Marital Financial Medical Adjustment
Education Potal Difficulty Difficultv Difficulty Difficulty
Total 100 17 17 30 3^
1-6 ho 6 3 9 22
7-8 24 3 4 10 7
9-12 10 4 1 3 2
College and
Graduate 26 4
.
8 1
Guidance Center, Atlanta University were found to be low in grade
attainment. Due to this fact they were not qualified to pursue
training in objectives calling for an average amount of edu¬
cation. This handicapped the vocational appraiser as well as
the applicant when it came to selection of a suitable training
objective.
The distribution as related to educational attainment was
as follows: those in grades one through six numbered forty, six
through eight numbered twenty-four, nine through twelve numbered
ten and those reaching college or university level numbered six.
The seventeen veterans having marital difficulty Included
six who fell below the sixth grade and seven between seventh
grade and high school. The remaining four were college students.
This meant half of them were eligible for training only on a
semi-skilled level. It was possible for those on the high school
level and above to pursue training on a higher level.
The veterans having financial difficulty were making a
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sacrifice in respect to pursuit of training. Nine of the seven¬
teen were training on a college level and the expense attached
usually taxed the veteran's Income. In the majority of cases
the subsistence plus the compensation was inadequate to care for
lis needs. Because of this, jobs were secured to supplement
their subsistence. Those training on-the-job had som.e advan¬
tages, but usually not enough to take care of all of their in¬
come requirements.
There were eight veterans in college having medical diffi¬
culties. All of these had a poor scholastic record at the time
of advisement.
Of the thirty veterans with medical problems, nineteen had
not gone beyond the eighth grade. They were not able to accept
their handicap, being unable to understand the causes of their
disability. For them it was a matter of interpretation and re¬
ferral to medical facilities for treatment. There were those
who desired to train in situations which aggravated their con¬
dition. This was not feasible and it was important to counsel
them from the standpoint of their disabilities as related to
their abilities and future rehabilitation.
Of the thirty-six veterans referred because of adjustment
problems, twenty-two had not completed sixth grade. This meant
a large number would not be able to qualify for training on a
level other than unskilled. These men were not equipped to take
institutional training which gave vocational instruction.
The adjustment of men in this group has been unsatisfactory
as it was difficult to find a suitable objective for purposes
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of training. In many insTiances not only were they denied train
ing due to lack of qualifications, but also denied because of a
lack of training facilities. Most of the veterans were handi¬
capped earlier in life because they had found it necessary to
leave school and seek employment.
TABLE 4
PREVIOUS JOB EXPERIENCE
Previous Basis of Referral
Job Marital Financial Medical Adjustment
Experience Total Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty
Total 100 17 17 30 36
Profes¬
sional and
Managerial 3 1 1 1
Clerical
and Sales
Service:
2 - 2 - -
Domestic
Personal
Janitoral 15 4 3 5 3
Agriculture
and
Kindred
Occup. 7 2 2 1 2
Skilled 1 - 1 —
Semi-Sklllec 25 3 2 11 9
Unskilled 31 4 5 8 14
Unemployed 16 3 2 4 7
Disabled veterans had the privilege of applying for training
which would eventually lead to rehabilitaiiion. In order to reach
this goal the veteran had to overcome many obstacles. It was
necessary to help people make decisions as it concerned their
future living. The best approach to the problem is to give him
the information and advice, which will prepare him lo be his own
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guide. The desire of the disabled veteran is to restore em¬
ployability Icist by reason of a handicap. The foregoing table
will show the distribution of the veterans as regards the ob¬
jectives selected.
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Previous Job Experience
The previous job experience of the one hundred veterans had
been very limited. Again limited work experience contributed to
the low job classification. In the professional and managerial
group we found only three veterans. They did not have too great
difficulty in making a change-over when their disabilix;y pre¬
cluded work in a field other than the one in which they had ex¬
perience prior to entering service, if their disability did not
too seriously impair them. The fifty-six in the semi-skilled and
unskilled classifications found it difficiilt to change over. In
the case of those in the service group, very little carry over
skill was present which meant adjustments had to be made as they
related to their training and disability.
The distribution according to basis of referral varied very
little as related to previous job experience. All of the veterans
were handicapped as a result of pre-war work experience. In the
advisement and guidance of these referrals the appraiser had
difficulty making suitable suggestions when an objective for
training was to be selected. A longer counseling period was re¬
quired. After objectives had been selected, close supervision
while in training was recommended. Some of these veterans had to
change their training after it had been initiated. It was
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advisable to give the veteran the benefit in selecting an ob¬
jective, but often he did not have the ability to make satis¬
factory progress. In such cases another objective would be
selected based upon previous training experience.
Those having limited job experience had difficulty making
the adjustmeniis in their work situation. Of the thirty veterans
complaining of their handicaps, nineteen were previously em¬
ployed as semi-skilled and unskilled workers. Of the thirty-
six having adjustment difficulty, twenty-three fell into this
category. These men had to make several changes in training
objectives before a suitable type of training could be found for
them.
TABLE 5
TRAINING OBJECTIVES SELECTED
Training Ob- Basis of Referral
jective Quali¬
fied for Total
Marital
Difficulty
Financial
Difficulty
Medical
Difficulty
Adjustment
Difficulty
Total 100 17 17 30 36
Professional
and Managerial 26 6 6 9 5
Clerical and
Sales mm
Service:
Domestic
Personal
Janitorial 1 1
Agriculture and
Kindred Occup. h 3 1
Skilled 6 6 - - -
Unskilled - - - - —
Denied
Training a., 1 10 li
In every case the veteran was desirous of improving his
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condition. This the writer has shown by comparing pre-war em¬
ployment as against training objectives selected. Prior to
service, thirty-one veterans were employed in unskilled occu¬
pations. They moved from unskilled to semi-skilled in the se¬
lection of their training objecLive, Although it was a step
forward, the veteran was usually unable to advance beyond the
semi-skilled class. His education was a factor in this situation.
There was an increase of five entering the skilled trades.
Twenty-six veterans qualified for college training. A large
number of veterans had completed high school before enlistment.
After discharge they were given the opportunity of attending col¬
lege and took advantage of the benefit. Twenty-nine veterans
were denied training as a result of failure to arrive at a suitable
objective, medical reasons, lack of training facilities or to seek
employment.
Fifteen veterans were denied training as a result of failure
to arrive at a suitable objective. These applicants were having
difficulty making the necessary adjustment as related to their
handicap and environmental situation. Ten were denied because of
excessive medical complaint and failure to cooperate in the se¬
lection of a training objective. Because of lack of previous
training and poor educational background, it was difficult to
satisfactorily place all the veterans in the desired objective.
The eleven classified in the semi-skilled objective group com¬
plained of their disability. It was often necessary to change
the objective in order to improve their situation. The fifteen
19
semi-skilled trainees also were making a marginal adjustment
because of type of objective selected.
TABLE 6A
VETERANS WITH NEUROPSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS
Basis of Referral
Diagnosis Total
Marital
Difficulrv
Fineinclal
Difficulty
Medical
Difficulty
Adjustment
Difficulty
Total 46 9 6 16 15
Psychosis-
Chronic 1 1
Psychosis-
Functiona] 9 1 2 3 3
Seizure
States 5 1 3 1
Psycho¬
neurosis
All types 20 3 3 6 8
Anxiety 4 1 1 1 1
Hysteria Z 2 - 2 2
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Neuropsychiatric Diagnosis
Of the one hundred veterans, forty-six were diagnosed as
having a neuropsychiatric disability.
In order to understand the persons contacted and effectively
work with them it was necessary to have a knowledge of the kinds
of diagnosis these veterans had, and be able to understand re¬
actions and behavior which may be presented under certain cir-
cumsLances. Medicine has always clung to the idea that in order
to understand the whole, the parts of the whole must be known
firsti.^
^HarrietLe M. Bartlett, "Emotional Elements in Illness,"
The Family, XXI (April, 19^), 39-^1.
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In recent years attention has been directed toward emotional
elements in illness. The Psychiatrist and the Social Worker are
concerned with the elements involved. Psychosomatic medicine
probably may be regarded as crystallizing the newer concepts and
marking the first definite milestone in the onward march. The
psychosomatic concepts are still more or less hypothetical and
as yet supported by relatively little evidence.^
The ten veterans classified as psychotics were those who had
undergone severe mental or emotional disturbance. These men had
been treated and were declared feasible for training by their
physicians. The period of readaptation for these veterans is
relatively long and often difficult,. Some of them required
psychotherapy at the Veterans Administration out-patient clinic
during the period of training. In the selection of training
objectives it was not wise to subject them to programs which would
bring stress and strain, precipitating psychotic episodes.
The care of chronic psychosis dealt with a veteran with al¬
coholism. This condition contributed to the veteran's inability
to make any kind of satisfactory adjustment to this training,
work, or his family situation.
The veterans suffering from psychosis, both chronic and
functional, totaled ten. The term psychosis in its broader
aspects is defined as a mental disorder of a more or less special
kind. There need not be an association with an organic
^H. M. Margolls, "The Psylioscnmtlc Approach to Medical Diag¬
nosis and Treatment," Journal of Social Case Work. XXYII (De¬
cember, 19^6), 291.
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disturbance. It is spoken of as a mental disorder of the psyche.
It is usually a severe type of disorder involving disorganization
of the personality. The principle psychotic syndrome are schizo¬
phrenia and manic depressive psychosis. TUhen the psychotic dis¬
order is associated with an organic disease, such as general
paresis, brain tumor, the term organic psychosis is used for sake
of convenience.^
Five war veterans experienced frequent epileptic attacks.
These veterans needed a great deal of supportive treatment as
well as medication. Although they were considered to be feasible
for training they had difficulty making a sustained satisfactory
adjustment. They were subject to seizures and could not work
under all conditions.
Twenty of the veterans referred had been diagnosed as
psychoneurotic, all types. Those with anxiety and hysterical
reactions totaled eleven.
As related to basis of referral, these veterans manifested
maladjustment in frequent job changes, reticence and withdrawal,
irregular application to every day living, deficiency in range
and power of attention, and constant complaints without organic
basis.
It was not wise to train these veterans in any occupation
which involved mental and emotional stress and strain. However,
a reasonable amount of responsibility is often reassuring and
^H. M. Margolis, op. cit.. p. 446-47.
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served 'lo strengthen their resistance against relapses*
The twenty veterans referred who were diagnosed as psycho-
neurotics could not be trained in siiiuations involving stress
and strain. It was advisable, however, to give them a reasonable
amount of responsibility in order to strengthen their resistance
against relapses. Success depended largely upon the age, in¬
telligence, and the duration and type of the disorder.
A neurosis in any of its forms represents a protective
mechanism resulting from any situation which leaves the persons
helpless to cope with it. Therefore, even though the person af¬
fected has reached a point of feasibility for vocational training,
he does not always remain at that level.
These veterans needed close supervision, periodic treat-
p
ment, and supportive contacts.*^
TABLE 6b
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS
Diasnosls
Basis. QJr Referra]
Total
Marital
Difficulty
Financial
Difficulty
Medical
Difficulty
Adjustment
Difficulty
Total 54 8 11 14 21
Vision 2 — 1 1
Skeletal 29 6 8 6 9
Respiratory 9 2 2 2 3
Circulatory 3 - 1 1 1
Gastro-In-
testinal 7 - - 3 4
Gastro-
Urinary 2 - - - 2
Endocrine 2 - - 1 1
^Ira D. Scott, Manual of Advisement and Guidance (Washington,
1945), p. 105.
2 Ibid
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Analysis of Problems with Respect to Physical Diagnosis
Table 6b shows the distribution of the physically handi¬
capped according to the special systems which govern body
function. These again have been related to the basic reason for
referral to the social worker.
Of the fifty-four veterans, twenty-nine had difficulties
of the skeletal system. Veterans with this type of disability
suffered from ailments of the bones, joints, muscles, ligaments,
nerves, and the skin. In the course of adjustment, body functions
play an important role. If a person is incapacitated, unable to
move about, has lost partial use of motion, a handicap exists to
some degree. The veteran's attitude toward this handicap, his
family's attitude, the attitude of the people in the community
contributed to the overall adjustment.^
There were nine veterans v/ho suffered from respiratory dif¬
ficulties which Included arrested tuberculosis, asthma, pleurisy,
sinus, and bronchitis. These were evenly distributed in reference
to basis of referral.
The referrals who had gastro-intestinal difficulties suf¬
fered with hernia, ulcers, and hemmorrhoids. In considering
placement of these veterans in a training program, the activity
had to be related to the type of disability. Seven veterans
were in this classification. Three fell under medical problems
and four had problems of adjustment. The problems were directly
related to their disabilities.
^Caroline H. Elledge, op. cit.. p. 39.
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There were only two veterans who had heart conditions.
They were concerned over their condition and because of constant
fear of their ailment found it hard to accept their handicap.
They had financial, medical, and adjustment problems. Two
veterans had defective vision. One had difficulty in adjusting
to training as well as his day to day living, the other was in
and out of the hospital. He had become a chronic alcoholic and
was showing psychotic symptoms. Of the two veterans having
glandular difficulty, one desired hospitalization and the other
was unable to satisfactorily pursue a course of training. There
had been several changes in his training objective.
Veterans who had physical handicaps were able to understand
the nature of their disablement in most instances. It was
necessary for the Social Worker to understand some of the un¬
conscious aspects as related to certain physical illnesses. The
behavior of the client sometimes gave a clue regarding his at¬
titude. In most instances the veteran needed guidance and sup¬
portive treatment in the continued pursuit of training. It was
not the aim to solve the veteran's problem for him, but it was
necessary to prepare him for the road ahead.
The veterans having physical disabilities also had other
complaints. These were somatic in nature and usually without
organic substantiation. Insecurity and inability to adjust
brought on this situation. The diagnosis used in the study was
taken from the veteran's medical rating sheet. They were com¬
pensated on the basis of this diagnosis. A large percentage of
these veterans complained of other ailments. Most of them felt
25
the government should assume full responsihility as it concerned
their financial and medical welfare. This made them disabled to
a greater degree than their compensation indicated, A veteran
with a ten per cent disability actually.felt he was one hundred
per cent disabled.
It was interesting to observe that of the seven veterans
with gastro-intestinal diagnosis, four were having adjustment
difficulties. Belief is that emotional upset is a factor in
precipitating gastro-intestinal ailments.
Disabilities of a physical or emotional nature call for
special adjustmen^/S. This is necessary in the applicant's pur¬
suit of successful rehabilitation. The veterans for whom special
services will be needed are those taking an unfortunate attitude
toward their disabilities.^
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Treatment Desired
The medical divisions of the armed services gave satis¬
factory service in restoring as fully as possible the health
of men wounded, but the restoration may be Incomplete when
he returns in the case of nervousness, severe wounds or
other ailments which may require additional services.^
Treatment was desired by veterans prior to and subsequent to
advisement and guidance. As shown in Table 6, forty-eight of
the one hundred veterans referred needed some type of medical
attention. Thirty were satisfied to receive their treatment on
an out-patient basis while eighteen felt the need of hospital
^Ira D. Scott, op. clt.. p'. 33.
p
'^Herbert I. Kupper, op. cit.. p. 182.
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care. Fifty-two did not desire this service at the time of ad¬
visement .
TABLE 7
TREATMENT DESIRED ACCORDING TO BASIS FOR REFERRAL
Basis of Referral
Treatment Marital Financial Medical Adjustment
Desired Total Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty Difficulty
Total 100 17 17 30 36
Treatment or
Out-Pa¬
tient
Basis 30 3 3 9 15
Hospital
Treatment
18 2 3 7 6
not
Desired
. ■ 5,2 , 12 11 14 . 15..-.
As related to basis of referral, fifteen who had adjust¬
ment difficulties wanted hospital treatment and six, out-patient
care. This would indicate that physical impairment contributed
to their inability to adjust. It was necessary that the social
worker relate .understanding of the impairment to the veteran's
✓
life situation. It was necessary to evaluate the person's social,
emotional and environmental needs. This called for inter-agency
cooperation in order to obtain the desired services for the
applicant.
Sixteen of the thirty veterans referred because of medical
difficulties needed medical consultation. Veterans having
emotional difficulty numbered five and were having m.ental diffi¬
culty. Six having financial difficulty desired treatment.
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Analysis of Problems with Respect to Percentage Disability
It was interesting to note Lhat of the total number of
veterans Interviewed, eighty-six had a disability rating ranging
from ten to thirty per cent. Only one received compensation for
one hundred per cent. Forty-two per cent did not receive more
than ten per cent disability rating. A large number were dis¬
satisfied with their rating and constantly worried over their
inability to qualify for an increase. There were those who re¬
fused to work or enter training as a result. The percentage
disability did not always measure the extent to which the client
was handicapped. According to his own feelings, he was in¬
capacitated to a much greater degree. This attitude served as a
detriment instead of helping the veteran adjust.
Analysis of Problems with Respect to Dependents Other
than Wives
The responsibilities which veterans had other than their
wives served to retard them in their program of rehabilitation.
TABLE 8
DEPENDENTS OTHER THAN WIVES
Basis of Referral
Dependents Other than Wife
Total Children Parents Siblings
Total 76 47 17 12
Marital Difficulties 12 8 2 2
Financial Difficulties 16 11 2 3
Medical Difficulties 18 12 5 1
Adjustment Dlfficultiej 16 8 6
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The veterans having adjustment difficulties had the largest
number of dependents other than wives. This would indicate that
family obligations had an influence on the veterans' desire to
train or work. The necessity of earning a living was ever ap¬
parent in the minds of the returning veterans. Living conditions
and the attitude of relatives influenced the veteran in his views
on training. If the home condition was favorable it was possible
to train without being under a great deal of pressure. This was
not the case in the largest number of instances. If the veteran
was not married he had relatives depending on him for help.
CHAPTER IV
CASE ILLUSTRATIONS OF VETERANS REFERRED AS RELATED TO SERVICE
RENDERED BY THE SOCIAL WORKER
The Returning Service Man
The first problems of the returning service man referred
for advisement were met when they sought employment. Most of
«
them started seeking employment within a month or two after de¬
mobilization, the need to return to work in most cases being
dictated by economic necessity. Those fortunate enough to ob¬
tain jobs were impatient, irritable and resentful. This was due
to their inability to adjust to work routine. The resentment it
seemed was against authority. This was apparently a carry over
from their experience in the service. The result was inability
to adjust to home and community life, and brought on marital dis¬
cord, financial insecurity and medical complaints.
The values of the returning service man had been al¬
tered as a result of his army regimentation. His attitudes
toward authority and stability are disturbingly changed.
Resenting the restrictive authority under which he lived in
military service, he is potentially a rebel against the
established order at home, which he feels has misled him.
’They’ taught him the Ten Commandments, and then became in¬
volved in a war and trained him to set aside some of this
moral code’s most important teachings. ’They’ nov/ expect
him, on being discharged to fit again into all the old con¬
cepts of life. Will ’they’ give him a job? Will he continue
to resent civilians? Can he go through school again, or
finish the education the war interrupted? Will he have the
patience to wait and work for things? Can he wash away the
memories of a past few years?^
Herbert I. Kupper, op. clt.. p. 165-66.
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The rebuilding of the ego of every veteran through economic,
educational and psychological help was of prime necessity. The
modifying of his attitude toward society and toward himself was
vital. He must learn again to have faith in himself as an in¬
dividual and to compete successfully with other men. He must
learn to regard his neighbors and people in his society as human
beings with all the petty, but entirely endurable traits that
human beings have. He must live under the many obvious and un¬
spoken restrictive burdens which civilian society imposes upon
him. This aggressiveness must be sublimated into acceptable
social channels. In his civilian community he must express his
feelings and emotions in words, or in some other form. The re¬
construction of his ego is the broad aim of emotional recon¬
ditioning.^
Service Given by the Social Worker
In Chapter III an analysis has been made of the veterans’
problems as they related to reasons for referral. These diffi¬
culties arose as a result of changes within the veteran and in
his immediate environment, his basic difficulty being his handi¬
cap as related to every day living. When the veteran made ap¬
plication for vocational rehabilitation he was seeking a means
of solving his difficulties. As part of the total service
rendered by the Guidance Center the social worker is employed in
order to assist the applicant in making a satisfactory adjustment
^Ibid.. p. 167.
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as effecting his emotional and physical well being. All services
rendered which would enable the veteran to fit into his old
place in society, were steps toward his rehabilitation. It was
necessary for the social worker to understand the nature of the
veteran's difficulty before assistance could be given. This, in
most instances, called for office and home contacts. In this
way a determination was made as to the needs of the persons re¬
ferred.
Public and private agencies have been established in the
community which assisted veterans in filing claims, returning to
school, finding employment, training for a new job, securing
medical examinations, and treatment if needed. The majority of
our returning men and women made an entirely satisfactory ad¬
justment to the peacetime world, but even these had anxious
moments the first few months.
Readjustment is made so much easier if there is an under¬
standing at home of what they are going through. The problem is
not only a responsibility for the immediate family, but the com¬
munity as well. Every community needs to readjust its thinking
to secure those services and facilities which will conserve the
emotional life of its people, as it makes demands for utilities
ahd other services that make living worth while. There is a
great need for facilities and trained persons to meet the needs
of the community as it relates to the care of returning service
men and v/omen.
With regard to the cases referred, some needed sustained
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Lreatmem; while others needed only a minimum of attention. A
number of the sustained cases were still active at the tine this
study was made. As previously indicated the reasons for referral
of the one hundred cases were because of marital discord, fi¬
nancial instability, medical complaints, and problems of adjust¬
ment. In treatment of the veterans it was necessary to use in¬
terviewing techniques which involved the ability to develop and
maintain positive relationships, and approach the problems of
the clients with understanding. It was expedient for the social
worker to follow the principles of respect for the privacy,
dignity, and independence of the individuals serviced. There
were times when the veteran was incapable of understanding or
accepting help. It was then necessary to work with the family
in order for him to accept the benefit of treatment or hospital
care with an acceptable attitude.
f Service Rendered as Related to Marital Difficulty
The veterans whose basic problem was marital discord totaled
seventeen. Eight of these veterans were between the ages of
twenty and twenty-four. For this group, readjustment was rather
difficult. Most of them had married only a few days or weeks
before entrance into the service or during their period of en¬
listment. The responsibilities and obligations of the head of a
household were unknown or poorly understood.by them. The marital
state meant to them a perpetual honeymoon, for that was all of
married life they had the opportunity to know. The other aspects
of family life, supporting a home, securing an adequate Income,
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and meeting taxes had to be learned first hand. There were
ca.ses when a vetsran returned not only to a. wife^ but a child
that he had never seen. This meant that the couple had to pro¬
vide food, clothing, medical care and adjust to a new personality
in addition to finding a place to stay. In many cases they had
to live with in-laws. This often proved very unsatisfactory.
These time-consuming, mentally taxing responsibilities were not
taken in stride by many veterans. They felt that enough regi¬
mentation had been absorbed while in the service. In some
situations the husband felt, also, that he should have been given
special consideration and attention. The wife felt that she too
had sacrificed a great deal; she had given up her freedom and
alone borne and cared for his child. She felt the husband should
share in the responsibilities and duties which had been hers.
She had been looking forward to his homecoming as a means of re¬
lease from the total responsibility.
Another factor which contributed to marital discord was the
physical and emotional status of the veterans. In helping these
men it was often expedient to have them hospitalized or obtain
clinical care.
In the cases where the veteran had marital difficulty, the
social worker attempted to find out the basic reasons which had
brought about the difficulty in order to assist him. It was
often necessary to determine what the attitude of both the husband
and wife was in relationship to the marriage. There had to be a
desire on the part of both to make a success of the relationship.
If they were actually seeking a solution to their difficulty, it
was then possible to work out plans with them. This again de¬
pended on the environment, the immediate hom.e situation, and the
amount each person was willing to contribute toward the solution.
An additional factor not to be overlooked was the type and kind
of service connected disability the veteran was being compensated
for. By knowing the causes, the social worker was able to take
logical steps in the treatment of the situation.
Case Illustrations
Case 1
Mr. J., a thirty-year old veteran, married with one
child, had completed the twelfth grade in school. The
veteran was in training at the time of referral, but because
of inability to adjust to his marital situation, was making
unsatisfactory progress on his training program. Prior to
service he had been employed as a stock clerk. His back¬
ground was one of insecurity, having lost both parents at
an early age. He lived with a maternal aunt most of his life.
The veteran’s present marriage is his third. Prior to
this one, his former wives had been older than he. He ex¬
pressed a genuine interest in his wife and child. He felt
that the wife was devoted to him but she was anxious for him
to take training on a higher llvel than was the present case.
The wife had finished college and at the time of the referral
was teaching.
Veteran's Diagnosis: Psychoneurosis, Conversion, Hyper¬
tensive. Rating was twenty per cent.
In this case we were able to work with the veteran and his
wife very closely. There was a definite Interest exhibited on
the part of both as far as the marital relationship was concerned.
Of the two, the wife appeared to be the dominant figure. She was
quite demanding, thus putting the veteran under a great deal of
pressure. It was her desire that the husband pursue training on
a higher level than he was training at the time of our contact.
He was interested in barberlng which had been his training objective.
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The wife showed a lack of realistic thinking with respect
to the veteran's capabilities. Her demands caused the veteran
to become antagonistic. This along with a previous background
of insecurity, an outgrowth of early development, produced a
great deal of irrational behavior on his part. He would stay
away from home several days at a time. He did not have the
courage to face his wife. He drank excessively, which was a
means of further escape from meeting her demands. The wife felt
the drinking resulted from his army experience and not from her
relationship with him.
We talked with the wife and the veteran .and explained to
her that in making excessive demands she had caused the veteran
to become antagonistic toward her. The drinking was a means by
which he showed his resentment. In the process they had drifted
apart. It was suggested that she allow him to train or work on
the level which his scholastic attainment indicated. The past
events had aggravated his disability bringing on excessive com¬
plaints. Most of these were without organic origin.
The couple agreed to do as the social worker suggested,
Mr. J. completed his training and eventually found employment.
His wife is satisfied because he is staying home, shov/lng an
interest in his family.
Case 2
Mr. D., who is twenty-six years of age, had reached the
college level of educational attainment. His pre-service
experience was uneventful. He had been in school most of
his life. His post-service adjustment had been fair until
he entered training. He was married and, at the time of
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our contact, the wife was living in Florida. The veteran
was one of a family of eleven siblings. Prior to his mar¬
riage he had to help support a sister and brother. This
situation prevailed after marriage. The client was anxious
to finish his training but the worry over his family was
causing him a good deal of anxiety. His diagnosis was:
injured knee, and was rated thirty per cent. His training
at the time was unsatisfactory.
The above case is an example of short term contact. The
wife and husband living apart made it necessary to keep up ex¬
penses at two places. The veteran's family needing help, also
made demands. This was causing the student a great deal of
anxiety.
The veteran was going to school and working part time; he
had also assumed most of the financial upkeep of the home. His
need at the time of contact was to obtain temporary financial re¬
lief. It was suggested that he apply for a loan. A veteran
training under P. L. 16 was entitled to a hardship loan if need
was determined relative to this. An application was made and sub¬
mitted to the Vocational Rehabilitation Loan Fund. The loan was
subsequently granted.
This did not eliminate the problem altogether. In time, the
same situation would again arise. We felt that the veteran would
be able to make things easier by asking the wife to come to
Atlanta. This had not occurred to him prior to that time. She
had resented the fact that he had neglected her in order to help
his family. By thinking through the situation logically, the
couple was able to make some definite decisions with reference to
their own situation, and at the same time the veteran was able to
give some aid to the family. Mr. D. eventually completed his
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objective and secured a job. His training would have been in¬
terrupted if he had continued making unsatisfactory progress in
school.
Case 3
Mr. P., a disabled veteran, married with one dependent
child, was referred because of marital difficulty. He was
requesting that we assist him in obtaining a divorce. The
veteran had been in training, but had failed to make satis¬
factory progress at the time. He was living with his
mother, and from information received, the mother and wife
were constantly at odds with each other. The wife had left
the veteran on several occasions. Diagnosis: Epilepsy,
Grand Mai. He was compensated to a degree of thirty per
cent, which was later increased to one hundred.
The veteran, a nervous person, exhibited this by out¬
bursts of temper, and aggressive behavior. His failure to
complete his training was attributed to his service con¬
nected disability. He had several attacks which had been
observed by his trainer.
In this case the social worker evaluated the cause of the
marital difficulty as it was presented by both parties. It
seemed that the wife resented the mother’s constant interference
in their affairs. She stated that the mother did not want to
let the son out of her sight. This rivalry between the two had
precipitated conflict between the husband and wife. This re¬
sulted in frequent epileptic attacks on the part of the veteran.
At the time of our Interview he asked for medication in order to
relieve his epileptic condition. Referral was made to the
Regional Office Out-Patient Clinic. After several months the
couple was able to find a house to rent and subsequently moved.
The veteran did not complete his training, but attempted to find
employment. However, the seizures became so frequent that
finally he decided to apply for hospitalization. He was treated
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for several months and upon release by the hospital, returned
home. He made a satisfactory adjustment over a ninety-day
period and after a short time was reemployed. His seizures had
been reduced to a minimum and his job did not aggravate his con¬
dition. Previously his poor relationship with his wife, and the
mother's interference had caused emotional stress and strain,
bringing on these attacks. Medication and treatment had served
to reduce the number of attacks. The veteran has been making
satisfactory progress for some time. He plans to train at some
future date. Since the couple decided to reconcile their dif¬
ferences there has been very little friction. In the beginning
it was best to see the couple often, as their relation needed
support. After a period of time, however, the contacts were
lessened. The only time we see the veteran now is when he comes
in voluntarily to let us know how he is doing.
All the cases referred because of marital difficulty were
not disposed of as successfully as those illustrated. In one
case, all that could be done was to recommend psychiatric care.
This veteran had made a very good record in college, but had
failed to adjust at home. He had developed definite convictions
about his wife's infidelity. He could not trust the school
officials, his instructors, or the social worker. Eventually,
because of homicidal threats, the veteran had to be committed to
a hospital for treatment. He is now confined to a locked ward
at a Veterans Administration Facility.
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Service Rendered as Relaiied to Financial Problems
When a veteran entered training it was necessary for him to
take a full course in order to qualify under the provisions of
P. L. 16. Some were fortunate in that training could be taken
at night, or at such time which would not interfere with employ¬
ment, if this were desired. Because of the time element, the
physical and emotional demands, others were unable to augment
their inadequate income. This caused some of the veterans to
give up training which would help them become rehabilitated.
The veterans in training under the provisions of P. L, 16
were able to get financial assistance from the Veterans Ad¬
ministration loan fund if a need could be established. Applica¬
tion was made to the Vocational Rehabilitation Division stating
the reasons and under what conditions the money was being re¬
quested. The social worker was able to help the veteran in making
application for this aid.
The American Red Cross was also quite helpful in instances
where financial aid was necessary to keep a veteran in training.
Knowledge of the situation enabled the social worker to make re¬
ferral to the agency in the veteran's behalf. Usually only short
term financial care was needed to keep the veteran from giving up
his training.
In such situations, the veteran had already been convinced
that his training was necessary if he were going to compete in the
labor market. By giving up training he would only lessen his
chances for employment. He could not return to his old job as his
disability precluded his working under certain conditions. This,
in every instance, depended upon the type of disability and to
the degree compensated. The veterans having financial problems
were not compensated more than Lhirty per cent.
Case 4
Mr. B. completed advisement on December 13, 19^6. He
had established need for training as he had been unsuc¬
cessful in engaging his full time employment. This was due
to his service connected disability. His diagnosis at the
time of contact was: Arthritis, Right Foot. The veteran was
worried over financial problems. His family obligations
were such that his income from compensation and subsistance
did not cover the total expense. The training officer sug¬
gested that he talk with the social worker prior to making
a final decision with regard to his training program. It
was not practical for the veteran to enter training under
such unfavorable conditions. It was then necessary to work
out adjustmentis as would seem practical and appropriate to
his situation.
The veteran was desiring to enter training on a college
level, with Teacher, High School, as objective.
The above case called for planning on the basis of the ap¬
plicant's immediate needs. The disability did not preclude em¬
ployment along with the training program. From the information
received in the course of our interview it was found thaL Mr. B.
had a rich experience wiiih reference to previous employment. He
staLed that he v/ould, not mind working if it did noL retard his
training. It was suggested that he report to the employment
office making known his qualifications, stating also, the hours
he would be available for work. The social worker also made
contacts relative to employment for the veteran.
It was further suggested that some thought be given to
budgeting of funds in the future. The veteran's wife helped with
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this as she was able to determine the household needs. The wife
did not want her husband to discontinue training, and was
willing to cooperate in every way. Shortly after the Initial
contact, the social worker found employment for Mr. B. By
careful budgeting the couple was able to lessen some of the
strain. Since the veteran planned to train four years, this
was very important. On the last contact the situation had not
changed. Mr. B. felt that he diuld be able to complete his
course of training as planned.
Case 5
Mr. L. reported for advisement and guidance Indicating
a desire to train as a ‘'masseur." He was married and
claimed his mother and sibling as dependents. In order to
train in this objective he would have to leave his im¬
mediate community. This fact gave him a great deal of con¬
cern, knowing his family needed his financial aid. The
veteran had been employed but was not satisfied with the
working conditions. Also, his disability was a factor in
this decision. The veteran was qualified to train as a
masseur and had been accepted by a school in Illinois.
His disability was: Residuals of Meningitis, and his rating,
fifty per cent.
This case was referred to the social worker for assistance.
The veteran had a definite purpose in pursuing his training. He
realized the advantages and was willing to make a sacrifice. He
needed assurance that his family would not suffer as a result of
his leaving the city. His family was in accord with his plans
to enter training and was willing to help. The case was sub¬
sequently referred to Social Service, American Red Cross. They
worked with the family, giving the necessary assistance. The
veteran entered training without fear of depriving his family.
The wife, who had been ill, was referred for clinical treatment.
She v/as later atle to return to her job
Case 6
Mr. H. had discontinued training due to his inability
to adjust. This poor adjustment was blamed on his dis¬
ability. His failure to train or work had caused financial
problems. The veteran's wife and invalid mother were de¬
pending on him for support. Diagnosis: Psychoneurosis,
Conversion Reaction. Rating was ten per cent.
Social service contacts revealed the veteran to be a rather
dependent individual, quite Irresponsible relative to his be¬
havior. He was maladapted. Insight and adjustment being poor.
The veteran exhibited a great deal of anxiety over seemingly
small and unimportant matters.
The veteran was obsessed with the idea that a skin con¬
dition caused all of his trouble. He was referred for treatment,
but the condition remained. Training placements were found on
numerous occasions, but each time Mr. H. failed to attend his
classes. The worry over his financial situation and his dis¬
ability led to eventual referral to the Mental Hygiene Clinic.
Here he was treated for several months. Hospitalization was
later recommended. The wife returned to her home and the mother
was referred to the Department of Public Welfare for assistance.
In this case the veteran's behavior was brought on because of his
psychoneurotic condition. He had several opportunities to train
and to work. His constant complaints which were without organic
basis gave evidence of his unrealistic feelings. It was rather
difficult to assist him in accepting hospitalization. After pro¬
longed contact he decided to try it as a last resort.
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After their own resources and potentialities had been
evaluated, veterans having financial difficulties were referred
to the various community agencies. The social worker was able
to give assistance to the veterans' families in making plans for
financial relief. Some veterans required hospitalization, others
out-patient treatment, thus directly affecting their possibilities
to either train or to earn a living.
Service Rendered as Related to Medical Problems
The veterans referred because of medical problems were
seeking treatment with regard to their disability. Tables 6A
and 6B, in the preceding chapter, show the distribution of the
physical and neuropsychiatric diagnosis according to basis of
referral. There were thirty veterans Involved. Fourteen were
diagnosed as having physical handicaps and sixteen with neuro-
psychiatric disturbances. These individuals had developed com¬
plaints as a means of protection. In most instances they did not
know what their difficulty was, nor were they aware of the fears
hidden in the unconscious recesses of the mind. Some of the
manifestations of their maladjustments were frequent job changes,
reticence and withdrawal. Irregular application, day dreaming,
nervous indigestion, abnormal fears, and suspicion.
These veterans needed counseling and understanding. In
approaching the problem it was necessary to understand human
interrelationships in an attempt to strengthen the healthy aspects
of the personality by helping them to adjust to reality.
In instances Involving treatment, diagnostic social histories
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w©r© olD'C©i.n©d. for purpos©©* Th©s© w©r© iissd. by ihs
psychiatristi in tr©atlng the condition.
Th© applicants having physical complaints war© referred to
the Veterans Administration Out-Patient Clinic, Unless compli¬
cations arose these veterans were able to initiate their training
program and in most cases were able to finish training.
Case 7
Mr. S. was referred to the social worker because of
his inability to complete his advisement and guidance
counseling. The veteran was intoxicated and refused to
cooperate with the appraiser.
We talked with him in terms of his interest in the
area of training. He felt that in his present condition he
would not be able to successfully pursue a course of
training.
The veteran and his wife lived with his mother in a
three-room apartment. Mr. S. had not worked since he was
discharged from the service. His diagnosis was: Schizo¬
phrenic Personality Parenoid Type, and was rated ten per
cent.
It was suggested that the veteran return at another time
for counseling. The social worker was to make follow-up contacts.
In contacts with Mr. S. the social worker was able to
ascertain that his entire life had been void of any love or af¬
fection. He often stated that "no one cares for me." His wife
was kind to him until she spent his money, and theft she left him.
He was left alone on most occasions and this served to increase
his anxieties. His mother expressed love in words but seldom in
practice. The home environment was a definite obstacle relative
to his adjustment. Supportive treatment was given by the social
worker. Contact was made with his wife and the mother about his
condition, but neither was inclined to help. The wife wanted a
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divorce which was eventually applied for. The veteran's con¬
dition did not improve. He was receiving treatment on an out¬
patient basis, but these treatments failed. Through counseling
he finally agreed to take hospital treatment. A report of the
contact, in the form of a diagnostic social history was sent along
with the application. Mr. S. has not been able to leave the hos¬
pital except on patient's pass since he was accepted for treatment.
Case 8
Mr. W. had entered training, but because of his disa¬
bility was unable to make satisfactory progress. On return¬
ing to the center for purposes of revaluation he was re¬
ferred to the social worker.
Diagnosis: Psychosis with Mental Deficiency. Schizo¬
phrenic Reaction, Paranoid Type.
In treatment of this case an attempt was made to help the
client to become more socialized rather than to have him give in
to his fantasies. Oh investigating the home situation, it was
noted that the mother exhibited very little interest in the vet¬
eran's welfare. She complained about his inadequacies and failure
to hold a job. This tended to antagonize the veteran and caused
him to drink a great deal. He had been arrested on numerous oc¬
casions. The mother would pay his fine and afterwards complain
about it. It was impossible to establish a positive relationship
with Mr. W. because of his environment. Since successful treat¬
ment of the schizophrenic is based upon the socializing of the
individual and the attachment of his emotions to wholesome reality
interests, we were handicapped in helping.^
^Margaret M. Heyman, "Some Methods in Direct Casev/ork Treat¬
ment of the Schizophrenic." Journal of Psychiatric Social Work.
XIX (Summer, 1949), PP* lo-2k-.
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He was arrested for disturting the neighborhood and held
for hospital committment.
Case 9
Mr. D., a disabled veteran had failed in his efforts
to hold a job. This resulted in his applying for voca¬
tional rehabilitation. During the course of advisement it
was determined that the veteran needed medical treatment.
Diagnosis: Arthritis, Hypertropic, Both Knees. Large third
degree burn scars. Rating forty per cent.
The veteran was allowed to express his feelings relative to
his present condition. He had numerous complaints, all relating
to his disability. He did not feel strong enough to enter train¬
ing and exhibited a great deal of emotion concerning his situa¬
tion. The veteran's disability was discussed with him and it was
decided to have a physician examine him relative to feasibility
for training. An appointment was made and the social worker
promised to be present when the examination was made. This met
with his approval. Mr. D. was subsequently examined and was
recommended for training. In conjunction with his training he
was to receive out-patient treatment.
When a veteran was referred because of medical complaints
the social worker found it necessary to let him discuss his
situation in terms of his attitude about his disability. In this
way he expressed his feeling about his over all situation. Often
in discussing his problems he became aware of the need for treat¬
ment and was willing to accept either hospital treatment or out¬
patient service. The veterans with emotional disturbances were
not anxious to accept treatment. They were usually concerned
over their inability to pick up where they left off before
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entering the service. They were prone to rationalize their short¬
comings, feeling that sooner or later a solution would he dis¬
covered.
In general, this group of veterans made poor material for
training. This is shown in Table 5. Training was denied ten
veterans as a result of non-feasibility. This is attributed to
their disability and general maladjustment.
Service Rendered as Related to Adjustment Problems
All of the thirty-six veterans included in this group were
referred because the vocational appraiser felt that there were
elements in the case that needed the attention of the social
worker. The services ranged from working with family problems to
interpreting his physical, educational, and Intellectual limita¬
tions. The task of the social worker in the advisement program
is basically the same as that of the social worker in any case
work situation. Fundamentally, to work for increased growth in
the client, an increase in his independence, and for his inte¬
gration into society of which he is a part.
Case 10
Mr. H., desired training, but had no specific goal in
mind. Tests showed him to be border line in intelligence,
his educational experience had not gone beyohd the third
grade. The veteran was moody and inclined to be disinterested
in training.
Diagnosis: Ulcers.
The veteran had used most of his training time going from
one training situation to another. We attempted to determine as
far as possible the reasons why such little Interest was exhibited
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by the trainee. It was brought out that each time he was in¬
ducted into training the facility was not adequate. Instead of
on-the-job training, he preferred institutional training. We
talked to the advisor about this and it was decided to let the
veteran continue his training on an institutional basis.
Case 11
Mr. I. was interviewed by the social worker in April,
1947. The veteran had been in training, but had failed in
the completion of the objective. He desired to pursue
training in an objective more in line with his abilities
and one that would not aggravate his disability. The
veteran had been married but was now separated. He was
reared by an aunt who died in 1931. The client completed
the second grade and his work history has been that of a
laborer.
Diagnosis: Psychoneurosis, Anxiety State with Con¬
version Hysteria. Rating twenty per cent.
In working with Mr. I., we found him to be rather childish
in his behavior as well as in his thinking. He complained ex¬
cessively of a condition totally unrelated with respect to his
disability. In view of his diagnosis this was understandable.
We found several jobs for him and each time he failed to remain
longer than a few days. He stated that he had dizzy spells,
headaches, and palpitation of the heart. His greatest concern
was over the small amount of compensation he was receiving for
his disability. We suggested that he reopen his claim and find
out what decision would be rendered relative to this. His claim
was disallowed. It was hoped that after periodic interviews and
home visits he would view his situation realistically. He in¬
sisted that he was ill and proceeded to take medicine for his
ailments. This medication was not prescribed by a physician.
The veiieran was denied training as a result of his failure to
cooperate.
The veterans with adjustment difficulties numhered thirty-
six. Fifteen were denied training because of their failure to
adjust to a training program. Fifteen qualified to train in
semi-skilled occupations. Five entered training on a college
level. Of all the veterans referred, twenty-nine were denied
training because of failure to arrive at a suitable objective.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Seventy-Eighth Congress in recognizing the need and
accepting the responsibility toward the disabled veteran set
into motion a program of vocational rehabilitation to assist
disabled veterans in making the transition from an emotionally
weak, socially maladjusted government ward, to a mentally and
physically healthy citizen of any American community, willing
and financially able to assume his share of family and community
responsibility.
Now that the Advisement and Guidance Center, a part of the
vocational rehabilitation program has been in operation for five
years, as part of this program, this study has resulted in
bringing to the fore some interesting findings that throw light
on what meaning social service has had for veterans using the
services of the advisement and guidance center.
In completing this study the following findings have been
indicated:
Characteristics of Sample
1. The average age of the veterans in this sample was
thirty years. Age was a factor as it concerned a veteran's
desire to train. Veterans who were past thirty, and the majority
fell into this age group, had responsibilities which brought
about limitations as far as the pursuit of training was concerned.
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The younger veteran had less responsibility and a great deal
more time in which to prepare himself for future employment.
2. Approximately two out of every three veterans were
married. This added expense of providing for a wife and living
apart from his family in some instances and made it necessary
for those in training to seek employment to supplement their
subsistance grant.
3. The educational level of the one hundred veterans proved
to be quite low. For example, sixty-four had not completed the
eighth grade, and of this number forty had not gone beyond the
sixth grade. Because of the low grade level it was difficult to
place the veteran in a suitable training situation. Because of
the poor educational background, most of the applicants had to
limit their training to the semi-skilled occupations.
4. The previous job experience of the veterans advised
fell consistently in the unskilled and semi-skilled categories.
This meant that they were unable for the most part to fall back
on their past job experience as it related to the present training
program. In comparing past work performance v/lth the anticipated
training objective, it was found that all of the veterans made
an effort toward advancement.
5. Forty-six veterans had neuropsychiatric diagnosis, while
fifty-four had purely medical diagnosis. "When an appraiser con¬
sidered placement of these veterans his handicap could not be
overlooked.
6. Of the total number of veterans interviewed, eighty-six
had a disability rating which ranged from ten per cent to thirty
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per cent. The remaining liweniy were rated from forty per cent
to one hundred per cent.
7. The majority of veterans contacted had dependents
other than wives. This contributed further to their financial,
medical, and adjustment difficulties. The demands and the at¬
titude of the members of the veteran's immediate family had an
Important bearing on his desire and ability to achieve his
training goal.
Role of the Social Worker
The social worker in serving the veteran sought to under¬
stand the problems of the serviceman. Through the process of
interviewing, the writer proceeded to obtain information and to
establish relationships with the veterans referred. It was
thought that the best method of handling problems was to bring
them into the open and discuss them without argument or denial,
but with acceptance of the problems involved. The primary pur¬
pose of case work services was to provide relief from conflict
and personal disturbances that Interfered with personal adjust¬
ment which was essential in accomplishing vocational adjustment.
Some of the veterans needed only short term contact, while
others needed extensive treatment and referral to other agencies
in the community serving veterans and their families.
The foregoing point up more specifically the social worker's
function:
1. It was the job of the social v/orker to make referrals
to agencies that were designed to render financial assistance.
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Also, it was necessary to help the veteran understand the values
to be derived from the successful pursuit of training.
2. It was the role of the social v/orker to help those who
needed the services, to re-think and plan if training objectives
had not been satisfactorily completed. This called for a de¬
termination on the veteran's part to select another objective
more in keeping with his limitations, both mental and physical.
It was the social workers responsibility to direct him in ap¬
proaching his problems in a realistic manner.
3. The social worker was able to help the veteran as it
concerned medical treatment. Those with neuropsychiatric con¬
ditions had very little Insight into their condition, nor were
they able to accept treatment. These problems were discussed
with them to bring about greater understanding and thereby ac¬
ceptance of their condition. In some cases, referral was made
to the appropriate agency for psychiatric -or medical treatment.
4. Many veterans had the tendency to become over dependent
on the government, using their disability ratings as a basis for
further compensation. The social worker's job at this point was
to help the veteran to keep a realistic attitude concerning his
disability and use his ego strengths in aiding him to provide
for and maintain himself in order that the training goal might
be satisfactorily reached.
5. The veterans having dependents were often affected by
financial and emotional strain which had been imposed by these
dependents. In such instances it was often the function of the
social worker to help them understand the veteran's problem and
5^
thereby give support In overcoming difficulties.
Conclusions
Due to the influence of such factors as age level, marital
staiius, educational attainment, previous Job experience and
medical and training problems, the disabled veteran is faced
with a multiplicity of problems as he seeks to take advantage of
the program of vocational rehabilitation provided by his govern¬
ment. It is the opinion of the writer that his ability to suc¬
cessfully utilize this program is dependent upon his ability to
make a satisfactory adjustment to the problems which he
encountered.
A further conclusion which confirms the validity of placing
a social worker as a member of the vocational rehabilitation
team concerns both the service provided by the social worker and
the method by which it was administered. The success obtained
by the social worker in helping veterans utilize the program of
vocational rehabilitation to the full advantage was not due to
making the "right" decisions for the veteran, but rather,
enabling him to make realistic decisions and adjustments for
himself. The skill Involved in accomplishing the latter is
essentially the core of the contribution by the social worker
to this particular program.
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